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1 IntroductionComputational vision (Marr, 1982) attempts to construct theoretical models of visual pro-cesses and relate them to psychophysical and physiological experiments. With the vastnumber of research papers on these topics it is desirable to develop an overall frameworkfor such theories.In this paper we introduce a theoretical formulation for stereo in terms of the Bayesianapproach to vision, in particular in terms of coupled Markov Random Fields. We showthat this formalism is rich enough to contain most of the elements used in standard stereotheories. Techniques from statistical physics are used to show its relations to previoustheories and to suggest novel algorithms. Finally we show that the theory is consistent withsome psychophysical experiments.The fundamental issues of stereo are: (i) what primitives are matched between the twoimages, (ii) what a priori assumptions are made about the scene to determine the matchingand thereby compute the depth, and (iii) how is the geometry and calibration of the stereosystem determined. For this paper we assume that (iii) is solved, and so the correspondingepipolar lines (see, e.g., Horn, 1986) between the two images are known. Thus we use theepipolar line constraint to reduce the matching problem to a one-dimensional search. Somesupport for this is given by the work of B�ultho� and Fahle (1989), described in more detailin Section 5.Our framework combines cues from di�erent matching primitives to obtain depth per-ception. These primitives can be weighted according to their robustness. For example,depth estimates obtained by matching intensity are sometimes unreliable since small uc-tuations in intensity (due to illumination or detector noise) might lead to large uctuationsin depth. Therefore intensity matches are less reliable than estimates from matching edges.The formalism also can be extended to incorporate information from other depth modules(see psychophysical experiments in B�ultho� and Mallot, 1987, 1988). It provides also amodel for sensor fusion that can include domain dependent knowledge (Clark and Yuille,1990).Unlike many previous theories of stereo that �rst solved the correspondence problemand then constructed a surface by interpolation Grimson (1981), we propose combining1



the two stages. The correspondence problem is solved to give the disparity �eld that bestsatis�es the a priori constraints. Our model involves the interaction of several processes.We will introduce it in three stages at di�erent levels of complexity in sections (2.2), (2.3)and (2.4). It involves �elds for matching, disparity and discontinuities.Using standard techniques from statistical physics we can eliminate certain �elds andobtain e�ective energies for the remaining �elds (see Geiger and Girosi, 1989). By thesemethods we can relate our framework to the apparently rather di�erent cooperative stereoalgorithms (Dev, 1975; Marr and Poggio, 1976) and the disparity gradient limit theories(Prazdny, 1985; Pollard et al., 1985).These techniques also suggest novel algorithms for stereo computation that incorpo-rate constraints about the set of possible matches di�erently from the cooperative stereoalgorithms. They can be directly related (Yuille, 1990) to analog methods for solving thetraveling salesman problem (T.S.P.). The greater empirical success of the elastic net algo-rithm (Durbin and Willshaw, 1989) compared with the Hop�eld and Tank method (1985)strongly suggests that our novel stereo algorithms will be more successful than the cooper-ative algorithms.We relate this model to psychophysical experiments (B�ultho� and Mallot, 1988; B�ultho�and Fahle, 1989; B�ultho� et al., 1991) in which perceived depth for di�erent matching primi-tives and disparity gradients are precisely measured. These experiments suggest that severaltypes of primitive are used for correspondence, but that some primitives are better thanothers. Our model is consistent with the data from these experiments assuming standardprior assumptions about the surfaces.Some of the energy functions formulated here, but without the statistical methods or theBayesian framework, were developed in collaboration with Mike Gennert (Gennert et al.,1990) based on a model for long range motion correspondence by Yuille and Grzywacz(1989).This paper uses di�erential operators to impose prior constraints on surfaces. For thediscretized case this corresponds to a Markov Random Field. We would like to emphasize,however, that this choice of priors is motivated by consistency with a speci�c class ofpsychophysical experiments. Our framework allows for a far more general class of prior.2



An attractive possibility (Clark and Yuille, 1990) is to use domain speci�c priors, if domainknowledge is available, or competitive and adaptive priors.The plan of this paper is as follows: in Section 2 we review the Bayesian approach tovision and describe our framework. Section 3 introduces techniques from statistical physicsand uses them to analyze the theory. This analysis is used in Section 4 to compare themodel to existing stereo theories and to suggest novel algorithms. Finally, in Section 5, werelate the theory to psychophysical data.2 The Bayesian Approach to StereoThere has been a vast amount of work on stereo. For overviews, see Grimson (1981) andBarnard and Fischler (1982). We �rst briey review the problem of stereo and give anoverview of our theory. We describe this theory in terms of an energy function and �nallyput into a probabilistic framework.2.1 The Matching ProblemThe input to any binocular stereo system is a pair of images. The task is to match primitivesof the two images, thereby solving the correspondence problem. The depth of objects in thescene can then be determined by triangulation, assuming the orientations of the cameras(and other camera parameters) are known. In many stereo theories the disparity, the relativedistance between matched features, is �rst computed. The depth of the feature from the�xation point is then, to �rst order approximation, linearly dependent on its disparity.There are several choices of matching primitives such as edges and peaks in imageintensity, intensity itself, or varieties of measures of texture. It is unclear which primitivesthe human visual system uses. Psychophysics described in Section 5 suggests that at leastedges and image intensity are used as primitives.It is desirable to build a stereo theory that is capable of using all these di�erent types ofprimitives. This will allow to reduce the complexity of the correspondence problem and willenhance the robustness of the theory and its applicability to natural images. However, notall primitives are equally reliable. A small uctuation in the image intensity might lead to3



a large change in the measured disparity for a system that matches intensity. Thus imageintensity is usually less reliable than features such as edges.Some assumptions about the scene are usually necessary to solve the correspondenceproblem. These can be thought of as natural constraints (Marr, 1982) and are neededbecause of the ill-posed nature of vision (Poggio et al., 1985). There are two types ofassumption: (i) assumptions about the matching primitives, for example the compatibilityconstraint that similar features match, and (ii) assumptions about surfaces. For (ii) onetypically assumes that either the surface is close to the �xation point (the disparity is small)or that the surface's orientation is smoothly varying (the disparity gradient is small) witha few possible discontinuities. We discuss speci�c smoothness measures in Section 2.2.Our theory requires both assumptions, though their relative importance depends onthe scene. If the features in the scene are su�ciently di�erent then assumption (i) isoften su�cient to obtain a good match. If all features are very similar, assumption (ii) isnecessary. For really jagged surfaces, such as Bryce Canyon, stereo data cannot be �t tosmooth surfaces, even with discontinuities. Therefore compatibility constraints are far moreimportant than prior surface assumptions. Fortunately the more jagged the surface the morestructure there will be in the image and the more powerful the compatibility constraint.Note that although there may be severe correspondence problems for simple edge features,there will usually be unique matches for clusters of edges or other primitives includingintensity. In general we require that the matching is chosen to obtain the smoothest possiblesurface, so interpolation and matching are performed simultaneously. The next sectionformalizes these ideas.2.2 The First Level: Matching Field and Disparity FieldThe basic idea is that there are several possible primitives that could be used for matchingand that these all contribute to a disparity �eld d(x). This disparity �eld exists even wherethere is no source of data. The primitives we will consider here are features, such as edgesin image brightness. Edges typically correspond to object boundaries, and other signi�cantevents in the image. Other primitives, such as peaks in the image brightness or texturefeatures, can also be added. In the following we describe the theory for the one-dimensional4



case.We assume that the edges and other features have already been extracted from the imagein a preprocessing stage. The matching elements in the left eye consist of the features fxiLg,for iL = 1; :::; Nl. The right eye contains features fxaRg, for aR = 1; :::; Nr. We de�ne aset of binary matching elements fViLaRg, the matching �eld, such that ViLaR = 1 if pointiL in the left eye corresponds to point aR in the right eye, and ViLaR = 0 otherwise. Acompatibility �eld fAiLaRg is de�ned to be small if iL and aR are compatible (i.e., featuresof the same type) and large if they are incompatible (an edge cannot match a peak). Forexample, for random dot stereograms the features are all equally compatible and we canset AiLaR = 1 for all iL; aR.We now de�ne a cost function E(d; V ) of the disparity �eld and the matching elements.We will interpret this in terms of Bayesian probability theory in the next section. This willsuggest several methods to estimate the �elds d; V given the data. A standard estimator isto minimize E(d; V ) with respect to d; V .E(d; V ) = XiL;aRAiLaRViLaR(d(xiL)� (xaR � xiL))2+�fXiL (XaR ViLaR � 1)2 +XaR (XiL ViLaR � 1)2g+ ZM(Sd)2dx: (1)The �rst term gives a contribution to the disparity obtained frommatching iL to aR. The4th term imposes a prior constraint on the disparity �eld imposed by a suitable di�erentialoperator S.The second and third terms encourage features to have a single match, they also canbe imposed using techniques from statistical physics which ensure that each column androw of the matrix ViLaR contains at most one 1. In Section 3 we will argue that it is betterto impose constraints in this way, therefore the second term will only be used in our �naltheory to give a penalty � for unmatched points. We will keep it in our energy function,however, since it will help us to relate our approach to alternative theories.Minimizing the energy function with respect to d(~x) and ViLaR will cause the matchingwhich results in the interpolated disparity �eld best satisfying the prior constraints. We5



discuss ways of doing this minimization in Section 3.The coe�cient  determines the amount of a priori knowledge required. If all thefeatures in the left eye have only one compatible feature in the right eye then little a prioriknowledge is needed and  may be small. If all the features are compatible then there ismatching ambiguity which the a priori knowledge is needed to resolve, requiring a largervalue of  and therefore more smoothing. In Section 5 we show that this gives a possibleexplanation for some psychophysical experiments.Compatibility is enforced multiplicatively in the �rst term of (1). An alternative wouldbe to choose PiL ;aR ViLaRf(d(xiL)� (xaR � xiL))2 + AiLaRg.The theory can be extended to two-dimensions in a straightforward way. The matchingelements ViLaR must be constrained to allow only for matches that use the epipolar lineconstraint. The disparity �eld will have a smoothness constraint perpendicular to theepipolar line which will enforce �gural continuity.Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we must choose a form for the di�erential op-erator S which imposes the prior constraints. Marr (1982) proposed that, to make stereocorrespondence unambiguous, the human visual system assumes that the world consists ofsmooth surfaces. This suggests that we should choose a smoothness operator that encour-ages the disparity to vary smoothly spatially. In practice the assumptions used in Marr'stwo theories of stereo are somewhat stronger. Marr and Poggio I (1976) encourages matcheswith constant disparity, thereby enforcing a bias to the fronto-parallel plane. Marr and Pog-gio II (1979) uses a coarse to �ne strategy to match nearby points, therefore encouragingmatches with least disparity and by that giving a bias toward the �xation plane.The simplest smoothness constraint corresponds to approximating a membrane surface.This gives an operator S = @=@x and leads to a discretized term Pk(dk � dk+1)2. We willuse this operator as a default choice for our theory. We will use it in conjunction withdiscontinuity �elds, introduced in the next section, which break the smoothness constraint.This speci�c choice of operator is consistent with the experiments described in Section 5.We would like to reiterate that the choices of prior are motivated by consistency withthe psychophysical experiments described in Section 5. Alternate choices, which need notnecessarily be implemented by di�erential operators, may be preferable for computer vision6



systems.2.3 The Second Level: Adding Discontinuity FieldsThe �rst level theory is easy to analyze but makes the a priori assumption that the disparity�eld is smooth everywhere, which is false at object boundaries. There are several standardways to allow smoothness constraints to break (Blake, 1983; Geman and Geman, 1984;Mumford and Shah, 1989). We introduce a discontinuity �eld l(x) represented by a set ofcurves C.Introducing the discontinuity �elds C gives an energy functionE(d(x); ViLaR ; C) = XiL;aRAiLaRViLaR(d(xiL)� (xaR � xiL))2+�fXiL (XaR ViLaR � 1)2 +XaR (XiL ViLaR � 1)2g+ ZM�C(Sd)2dx+M(C): (2)where smoothness is not enforced across the curves C and M(C) is the cost for enforcingbreaks. Again the constraints in the second term on the right hand side of (2) will beimposed by statistical physics techniques.2.4 The Third Level: Adding Intensity TermsThe �nal version of the theory couples intensity based and feature based stereo. Psy-chophysical results (see Section 5.2) suggest that this is necessary. Our energy functionbecomes E(d(x); ViLaR ; C) = XiL;aRAiLaRViLaR(d(xiL)� (xaR � xiL))2+� Z fL(x)�R(x+ d(x))g2dx+�fXiL (XaR ViLaR � 1)2 +XaR (XiL ViLaR � 1)2g+ ZM�C(Sd)2dx+M(C): (3)7



If certain terms are set to zero in (3) it reduces to previous energy function formulationsof stereo. If the second and 4th terms are kept, without allowing discontinuities, it issimilar to work by Gennert (1987) and Barnard (1989). If we add the �fth term, andallow discontinuities, we get connections to some work described in Yuille (1989) (done incollaboration with T. Poggio). The third term will again be removed in the �nal version ofthe theory.Thus the cost function (3) reduces to well-known stereo theories in certain limits. Italso shows how it is possible to combine feature and brightness data in a natural manner.2.5 The Bayesian FormulationGiven an energy function model one can de�ne a corresponding statistical theory. If theenergy E(d; V;C) depends on three �elds: d (the disparity �eld), V the matching �eld andC (the discontinuities), then (using the Gibbs distribution { see Parisi 1988) the probabilityof a particular state of the system is de�ned byP (d; V; Cjg) = e��E(d;V;C)Z (4)where g is the data, � is the inverse of the temperature parameter and Z is the partitionfunction (a normalization constant).Using the Gibbs Distribution we can interpret the results in terms of Bayes' formula(Bayes, 1783), P (d; V; Cjg) = P (gjd; V; C)P (d; V;C)P (g) (5)where P (gjd; V;C) is the probability of the data g given a scene d; V; C. P (d; V; C) is thea priori probability of the scene and P (g) is the a priori probability of the data. Notethat P (g) appears in the above formula as a normalization constant, so its value can bedetermined if P (gjd; V;C) and P (d; V; C) are assumed known.This implies that every state of the system has a �nite probability of occurring. Themore likely ones are those with low energy. This statistical approach is attractive becausethe � parameter gives us a measure of the uncertainty of the model temperature parameterT = 1� . At zero temperature (� !1) there is no uncertainty. In this case the only state of8



the system that have nonzero probability. Therefore probability 1, is the state that globallyminimizes E(d; V;C). Although in some nongeneric situations there could be more thenone global minimum of E(d; V;C).Minimizing the energy function will correspond to �nding the most probable state,independent of the value of �. The mean �eld solution,�d = Xd;V;C dP (d; V; Cjg); (6)is more general and reduces to the most probable solution as T ! 0. It corresponds tode�ning the solution to be the mean �elds, the averages of the f and l �elds over theprobability distribution. This enables us to obtain di�erent solutions depending on theuncertainty.In this paper we concentrate on the mean quantities of the �eld. An additional justi�-cation for using the mean �eld is that it represents the minimum variance Bayes estimator(Gelb 1974). More precisely, the variance of the �eld d is given byV ar(d : �d) = Xd;V;C(d� �d)2P (d; V; Cjg) (7)where �d is the center of the variance and thePd;V;C represents the sum over all the possiblecon�gurations of d; V; C. Minimizing V ar(d : �d) with respect to all possible values of �d weobtain @@ �dV ar(d : �d) = 0! �d = Xd;V;C dP (d; V; C): (8)This implies that the minimum variance estimator is given by the mean �eld value.3 Statistical mechanics and mean �eld theoryIn this section we discuss methods for calculating the quantities we are interested in from theenergy function and propose novel algorithms. One can estimate the most probable states ofthe probability distribution (5) by, for example, using Monte Carlo techniques (Metropoliset al., 1953) and the simulated annealing approach (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983). The drawbackof these methods is the amount of computer time needed for the implementation.9



There are yet many other techniques from statistical physics that can be applied. Theyhave recently been used to show (Geiger and Girosi, 1989; Geiger and Yuille, 1989) thatseveral seemingly di�erent approaches to image segmentation are closely related.There are two main uses of these techniques: (i) we can eliminate (or average out)di�erent �elds from the energy function to obtain e�ective energies depending on only some�elds (therefore relating our model to previous theories) and (ii) we can obtain methods for�nding deterministic solutions.There is an additional important advantage in eliminating �elds | we can impose globalconstraints on the possible �elds by only averaging over �elds that satisfy these constraints.For example, Geiger and Yuille (1989) describe two possible energy function formulationsof a winner-take-all network in which binary decision units determine the \winner" froma set of inputs. The global constraint that there is only one winner can be expressed by:(i) introducing a term in the energy function to penalize con�gurations with more thanone winner, or (ii) computing the mean �elds by averaging only over con�gurations with aunique winner. The second method, known as strong constraints, is preferable because itgives the correct solution directly with least computation while the �rst method leads to adynamic system that may not converge to the correct solution.For the �rst level theory, see Section 3.1, it is possible to eliminate the disparity �eld toobtain an e�ective energy Eeff(Vij) depending only on the binary matching �eld Vij , whichis related to cooperative stereo theories (Dev, 1975; Marr and Poggio, 1976). Alternatively,see Section 3.2, we can eliminate the matching �elds to obtain an e�ective energy Eeff(d)depending only on the disparity. Since the �rst method involves energy biases to imposeglobal constraints we believe it will be less e�ective than the second approach, where theconstraints are built in.1We also can average out the line process �elds and the matching �elds or both for thesecond and third level theories. This leaves us again with a theory depending only on the1It can be shown (Yuille, 1990) that there is a direct correspondence between these two theories (withEeff (Vij) and Eeff(d)) and analog models for solving the traveling salesman problem by Hop�eld and Tank(1985) and Durbin and Willshaw (1987) (see Simic 1990 for the relation between these models). The fargreater empirical success of the Durbin and Willshaw algorithm suggests that the �rst level stereo theorybased on Eeff (d) will be more e�ective than the cooperative stereo algorithms.10



disparity �eld, for details see Yuille, Geiger and B�ultho� (1989).Alternatively we can use (Yuille et al., 1989) mean �eld theory methods to obtaindeterministic algorithms for minimizing the �rst level theory Eeff(Vij). These di�er fromthe standard cooperative stereo algorithms and should be more be more e�ective, thoughnot as e�ective as using Eeff (d), since they can be interpreted as performing the cooperativealgorithm at �nite temperature thereby smoothing local minima in the energy function.Our proposed stereo algorithms, therefore, consist of eliminating the matching �eld andthe line process �eld by these statistical techniques leaving an e�ective energy dependingonly on the disparity �eld. This formulation will depend on the parameter � (the inverseof the temperature of the system). We then intend to minimize the e�ective energy bysteepest descent while lowering the temperature (increasing �). This can be thought of asa deterministic form of simulated annealing and has been used by many algorithms, forexample (Hop�eld and Tank, 1985; Durbin and Willshaw, 1989; Geiger and Girosi, 1989).It is also related to continuation methods (Wasserstrom, 1973).3.1 Averaging out the Disparity FieldWe now show that, if we consider the �rst level theory, we can eliminate the disparity �eldand obtain an energy function depending on the matching elements V only. In Section 4we will relate this to cooperative stereo algorithms.The disparity �eld is eliminated by minimizing and solving for it as a function of the V .Since the disparity �eld occurs quadratically this is equivalent to doing mean �eld over thedisparity (Parisi, 1988).For the �rst level theory, assuming all features are compatible, our energy functionbecomesE(d(x); ViLaR) = XiL;aR ViLaR(d(xiL)� (xaR � xiL))2 + �XiL (XaR ViLaR � 1)2+�XaR (XiL ViLaR � 1)2 + � ZM(Sd)2dx; (9)with Euler-Lagrange equations 11



�S2d(x) = XiL;aR ViLaR(d(xiL)� (xaR � xiL))�(x� xiL): (10)The solutions of this equation are given byd(x) =XiL �iLG(x; xiL); (11)where the G(x; xiL) are the Green function of the operator S2, and the �iL obeyXiL �iL(��iLaR + G(xiL; xaR)) =XiL ViLaR(xiL � xaR): (12)Substituting this back into the energy function (assuming that each feature is matchedprecisely once, uniqueness constraint) eliminates the disparity �eld and yieldsE(ViLaR) = � XiL;jL(XaR ViLaR(xiL � xaR))(��iLjL + G(xiL ; xjL))�1(Xb VjLbR(xjL � xbR))+�XiL (XaR ViLaR � 1)2 + �XaR (XiL ViLaR � 1)2 (13)This calculation shows that the disparity �eld is, strictly speaking, unnecessary sincethe theory can be formulated as in (13). We discuss the connection to cooperative stereoalgorithms in Section 4. Note that the global constraints are imposed by energy biases2.3.2 Averaging out the matching �eldsWe prefer an alternative way of writing the �rst level theory. This can be found by usingtechniques from statistical physics to average out the matching �eld while imposing globalconstraints, leaving a theory that depends only on the disparity �eld.The partition function for the �rst level system, again assuming compatibility betweenall features, is de�ned to be2A similar calculation (Yuille and Grzywacz, 1989) showed that minimal mapping theory (Ullman, 1979)was a special case of the motion coherence theory. 12



Z =XV;d e��E(V;d); (14)where the sum is taken over all possible states of the system determined by the �elds Vand d.It is possible to perform explicitly the sum over the matching �eld V yielding an e�ectiveenergy for the system depending only on the disparity �eld d.To compute the partition function we must �rst decide what class of V we wish to sumover. We might try to impose the constraint that each point has a unique match by onlysumming over fViLaRg which contain a single 1 in each row and each column. We mightfurther restrict the class of possible matches by requiring that they satis�ed the orderingconstraint. However, we cannot compute the partition function analytically for these cases.To get analytic results we must be more pragmatic.For this section we will initially restrict that each feature in the left image has at mostone match in the right image, but not vice versa. This simpli�es the computation of thepartition function, but we will relax it at the end of the section. The requirement ofsmoothness on the disparity �eld should ensure that unique matches occur. This followsfrom a mathematical analysis of a similar algorithm used for an elastic network approachto the T.S.P. (Durbin et al., 1989). It also should imply that the ordering constraint issatis�ed.Since we are attempting to impose the matching constraint by restricting the class ofV 's the only e�ect of the �PiL(PaR ViLaR�1)2+�PaR(PiL ViLaR�1)2 terms is to imposea penalty � for unmatched points. We can now write the partition function asZ =XV;dYiL e��fPaR ViLaR(d(xiL)�(xaR�xiL ))2+RM(Sd)2dxg: (15)For �xed iL we sum over all possible fViLaRg, such that ViLaR = 1 for at most one aR(this ensures that points in the left image have at most one match to points in the rightimage). This gives Z =Xd YiL fXaR e��(d(xiL)�(xaR�xiL))2ge�� RM(Sd)2dx: (16)13



This can be written using an e�ective energy Eeff(d) asZ =Xd e��Eeff(d): (17)where Eeff(d) = �1� XiL logfe��� +XaR e��(d(xiL)�(xaR�xiL ))2g+ ZM(Sd)2dx: (18)It is probably preferable, however, to impose symmetry between the two eyes. We dothis by summing over states where the points in the right image have a unique match topoints in the left image. This modi�es the e�ective energy by the addition of a term Eaux(d),where Eaux(d) = �1� XaR logfe��� +XiL e��(d(xaR)�(xaR�xiL ))2g: (19)Preliminary experiments suggest that the symmetric energy function Eeff(d)+Eaux(d)has fewer local minima than Eeff (d) and is easier to compute.To minimize Eeff(d) + Eaux(d) we use a deterministic annealing strategy, minimizingfor large temperature and tracking the solution as T ! 0.Thus our �rst level theory of stereo can be formulated in terms of disparity withoutexplicitly using a matching �eld. The theory imposes the global matching constraintsstrongly.A second modi�cation (which arose during conversations with S. Mallat) is to allowfeatures to be unmatched, provided they pay a penalty �. This gives an additional con�g-uration (zero match) that is must be included when evaluating the partition function. Itresults in an e�ective energy (with the symmetric formulation) ofEeff(d) = �1� XiL logfe��� +XaR e��(d(xiL)�(xaR�xiL ))2g+ ZM (Sd)2dx (20)+�1� XaR logfe��� +XiL e��(d(xaR)�(xaR�xiL))2g:14



3.3 Averaging out �elds for the second and third level theoriesThe second and third level theory includes a binary discontinuity �eld in addition to thematching �eld and the disparity �eld. This discontinuity �eld can be averaged out usingthe techniques developed in Geiger and Girosi (1989). This leads to an e�ective energy thatdepends only on the disparity �eld (Yuille et al., 1989).4 Comparisons with other theoriesIn the previous section we have used methods from statistical physics to analyze our theory.In particular, we have shown how we can eliminate some �elds to obtain equivalent, butapparently di�erent, theories. In this section we show that this helps compare our work toprevious theories.4.1 The Cooperative Stereo AlgorithmThe cooperative stereo algorithm (Dev, 1975; Marr and Poggio, 1976) contains binary unitsCia for each lattice point i in the left image and a in the right image. Note that, unlike ourVia, these units do not occur only where there are features. The Cia are initialized to be1 if there are features at i and a in the left and right images, therfore a potential match,otherwise they are 0.The algorithm corresponds to doing iterative gradient descent with an energy functionE[C] = 12 Xi;j;a;bTijabCiaCjb +Xi;a Cia(0)Cia; (21)where Tijab imposes excitation for matches with similar disparity and inhibition for morethan one match per feature. A speci�c choice of Tijab might beTijab = k1f�i;j�1�a;b�1 + �i;j+1�a;b+1g�k2f�a;b�i;j+1 + �a;b�i;j�1 + �ij�a;b+1 + �i;j�a;b�1g: (22)We now compare cooperative stereo algorithm to our theory without line processors.This has energy function 15



E(V ) = �Xi;j (Xa Via(xi � xa))(��ij +G(xi; xj))�1(Xb Vjb(xj � xb))+�XiL (XaR ViLaR � 1)2 + �XaR (XiL ViLaR � 1)2 (23)Comparing the two energy functions we see several similarities. There is a generalexcitation for a match in the direction of constant disparity, due to the �rst term, andinhibition of matching in the viewing directions, due to the second term. Both theoriessu�er from imposing global constraints as energy biases. The principle di�erence is thatour method only has matching elements at feature points, rather than everywhere in theimage.The cooperative stereo algorithm can be seen (Yuille et al., 1989) to be the zero temper-ature limit of a statistical physics algorithm. This suggests that convergence would improvefor a deterministic annealing algorithm.The disparity gradient limit theories (Pollard et al., 1985; Prazdny, 1985) also canbe thought of as extremizing a cost function similar to (21). The di�erence being that thesupport for a speci�c match is over all matches in the neighborhood whose disparity gradientis below a certain cut-o� value. Thus the directions of excitation are more general than forthe cooperative stereo algorithm, therefore the theory makes fewer prior assumptions aboutthe surface.Moreover these theories also use a version of strong constraints for matching (instead ofusing energy biases). The strategy is to �x the indices i; a and then for each j in a suitableneighborhood of i to do winner-take-all on b (imposing a unique winner). This gives the\support" for i to be matched to a. Winner-take-all is again employed to �nd the bestmatch for i. The process is repeated for matching from the other eye and the results arechecked for consistency.The disparity gradient limit theories seem preferable to the original cooperative stereoalgorithms since they have a more general prior and use a version of strong constraints.Moreover the forty-second computer implementation of the theory gives very impressiveresults on real data (Mayhew, Frisby - many personal communications). Despite the manyadvantages of the disparity gradient theories we argue that it is preferable to represent16



depth explicitly by surfaces, using more than one surface (Yuille et al., 1990) if transparencyoccurs. Such a representation in terms of surfaces is easier to integrate with other depthinformation and can be used to incorporate domain speci�c knowledge (Clark and Yuille,1990). Moreover, see next section, it seems that the disparity gradient theories cannotaccount for the experimental data reported here.5 Comparisons to PsychophysicsIn this section we describe the relationship between our theory and psychophysics. Wewill chiey be concerned with two experiments (B�ultho� and Fahle, 1989; B�ultho� andMallot, 1987) which provide measurements of the perceived depth as a function of the realdepth and the matching primitives by use of reference systems (or depth probes). Theseexperiments are particularly useful for our purposes because of: (i) the quantitative depthinformation they supply and (ii) their investigation of which features are used for matchingand how the perceived depth depends on these features.One general conclusion from these experiments is that objects perceived stereoscopicallytend to be biased toward the fronto-parallel plane and the degree of this bias depends on thefeatures being matched. This is in general agreement with our theory in which the disparitysmoothness term causes such a bias with a magnitude depending on the robustness anddiscriminability of the features (as imposed by the compatibility terms).5.1 The Disparity Gradient ExperimentsFor these experiments (B�ultho� and Fahle, 1989) the observer was asked to estimate thedisparity of stereo stimuli relative to a set of reference lines. The stimuli were either lines atvarious angles or pairs of dots or simple geometric features. The perceived depth was plottedas a function of the disparity and the disparity gradient. These were calculated, assumingfeatures at x1; x2 (x1 > x2) and y1; y2 (y1 > y2) in the left and right eyes, using the formulae(Burt and Julesz, 1980) for: (i) disparities d1 = (x1� y1), d2 = (x2� y2), (ii) the binoculardisparity db = d1 + d2, and (iii) the disparity gradient dgrad = db=f(x1 + y1)� (x2 + y2)g.The experiments showed that the perceived disparity decreased as a function of the17



disparity gradient. This e�ect was: (i) strongest for horizontal lines, (ii) strong for pairs ofdots or similar features, (iii) weak for dissimilar features and (iv) weak for non-horizontallines (Fig. 1). Figure 1 about hereOur explanation assumes these e�ects are due to the matching strategy and is based onthe second level theory, with energy function given by (1). The idea is that the smoothnessterm (the third term) is required to give unique matching but that its importance, measuredby , increases as the features become more similar. If the features are su�ciently di�erent(perhaps pre-attentively discriminable) then there is no matching ambiguity, so the correctdisparities are obtained. If the features are similar then smoothness (or some other a prioriassumption) must be used to obtain a unique match, leading to biases toward the fronto-parallel plane. The greater the similarity between features the more the need for smoothnessand therefore the stronger the bias toward the fronto-parallel plane. The discontinuity �eldis switched on at both the points ensuring that smoothness is only imposed between thetwo points. Thus the two points are considered the boundaries of an object and only theobject itself is smoothed.We now analyze the second level theory and show that it predicts the fallo� of perceiveddisparity with disparity gradient, provided we choose the smoothness operator to be the�rst derivative of the disparity. The change of rate of fallo� for di�erent types of featuresis due to varying  as described above.Suppose we have features x1; x2 in the left eye and y1; y2 in the right eye. We de�nematching elements Vai so that Vai = 1 if point a in the �rst image matches point i in thesecond image, Vai = 0 otherwise. The matching strategy assumes we minimizeE(Vai; d(x)) =Xa;i Vaifd(xa=2 + yi=2)� (xa � yi)g2 +  Z fLd(x)g2dx (24)with respect to the Vai and the disparity �eld d(x). We assume d(x) is only de�ned betweenthe dots, due to the discontinuities at the boundaries and L is a di�erential operator.Apparently only some operators L are consistent with the experiments.18



Assume that L = @=@x, which corresponds to a smoothness term Z z2z1 f@d(x)@x g2dx; (25)i.e., just minimizing the gradient of the disparity �eld.Suppose the minimum energy state corresponds to matching x1 with y1 and x2 withy2. Then we have points z1 = x1=2 + y1=2 and z2 = x2=2 + y2=2 with measured disparities�1 = x1 � y1 and �2 = x2 � y2 (assume z2 > z1).The perceived disparity will correspond to the �eld d(x). It is obtained by minimizingE(d(x)) = fd(z1)� �1g2 + fd(z2)� �2g2 +  Z z2z1 f@d(x)@x g2dx: (26)The minimum will occur when d(x) is a straight line passing through d(z1) at z1 andd(z2) at z2 (d(z1) and d(z2) are to be determined). This givesE(d1; d2) = fd(z1)� �1g2 + fd(z2)� �2g2 +  fd(z1)� d(z2)g2z2 � z1 : (27)Minimizing with respect to d(z1) and d(z2) gives, assuming  << (z2 � z1),fd(z1)� d(z2)g = f�1 � �2g � 2f�1 � �2g(z2 � z1) +O(=(z2� z1))2: (28)Thus the perceived disparity equals the true disparity minus 2 times the disparitygradient. This seems in general agreement with the experiments. As the features becomeless distinguishable more smoothness is required to give an unambiguous match causing to be increased and increasing the gradient of the fallo�.The results are not consistent with several possible choices of the smoothness operator,such as the second derivative of the disparity @2d=@x2. It is straightforward to calculatethat this choice will give d(z1) = �1 and d(z2) = �2, and therefore does not bias toward thefronto-parallel plane. It is likely that the smoothness operator S must contain a @=@x termto ensure the observed fronto-parallel bias. 19



5.2 The Matching Primitive ExperimentsThese experiments (B�ultho� and Mallot, 1987; B�ultho� and Mallot, 1988) compared therelative e�ectiveness of image intensity and edges as matching primitives. The stimuli werechosen to give a three dimensional perception of an ellipsoid. The observer used a stereodepth probe to make a pointwise estimate of the perceived shape (Fig. 2a). The datashow that depth can be derived from images with disparate shading even in the absence ofdisparate edges. The perceived depth, however, was weaker for shading disparities (aboutseventy percent of the true depth).Figure 2a, b about herePutting in edges or features helped improve the accuracy of the depth perception. Butin some cases these additional features appeared to decouple from the intensity and wereperceived to lie above the depth surface generated from the intensity disparities. Theseresults are again in general agreement with our model. The edges give good estimates ofdisparity and so little a priori smoothness is required. The disparity estimates from theintensity, however, are far less reliable because small uctuations of intensity might yieldlarge uctuations in the disparity. Therefore more a priori smoothness is required to obtaina stable result. This causes a weaker perception of depth or a bias to fronto-parallel.The use of the intensity peak as a matching feature is vital (at least for the edgeless case)since it ensures that the image intensity is accurately matched. Some stereo theories basedpurely on intensity give an incorrect match for these stimuli (B�ultho� and Yuille, 1990).For the ellipsoids, however, the peak is di�cult to localize and depth estimates based on itare not very reliable. Thus the peak cannot pull the rest of the surface to the true depth.B�ultho� and Mallot (1988) found that pulling up did occur for the edgeless case if a dotwas added at the peaks of the images (Fig. 3). This is consistent with our theory since,unlike the peaks, the dots are easily localized and matching them would give a good depthestimate. Our present theory, however, is not consistent with a perception that sometimesoccurred for this stimulus. Some observers saw the dots as lying above the surface ratherthan being part of it. This may be explained by the extension of our theory to transparentsurfaces (Yuille et al., 1990). 20



Figure 3 about here5.3 Summary of PsychophysicsWe have shown that the experiments described above can be explained in terms of a Bayesianmodel (of our type) with suitably chosen priors. It is unclear whether other existing stereotheories could explain them. Most theories, such as the coarse-to-�ne algorithm (Marrand Poggio, 1979) and the disparity gradient limit theories (Prazdny, 1985; Pollard et al.,1985), are designed to get the correct depth if the correspondence problem is correctlysolved. Therefore these theories will not give the types of fronto-parallel biases reportedhere.For another class of experiments (Mitchison - personal communication) there is a verystrong bias toward the fronto-parallel plane which seems inconsistent with our theory.Mitchison's explanation, based on invariance under head-eye movements is, however, unableto account for our e�ects. There seems no way to get the di�erential fronto-parallel biasdepending on the form of the features discussed in section 5.1 nor to obtain the squashing ofthe ellipsoid described in section 5.2. Since our theory and Mitchison's are complementaryit seems likely that they could be combined in an extended version that includes head andeye movements.6 ConclusionWe have derived a theory of stereo on theoretical grounds using the Bayesian approach tovision. This theory can incorporate most of the desirable elements of stereo and it is closelyrelated to several existing theories. The theory can combine information from matchingdi�erent primitives, which is desirable on computational and psychophysical grounds. Theformulation can be extended to include monocular depth cues, domain dependent priorsand competitive priors (Clark and Yuille, 1990).A basic assumption of our work is that correspondence and interpolation should beperformed simultaneously. This is related to the experimental and theoretical work ofMitchison (1988) and Mitchison and McKee (1987) which suggests that the initial matching21



uses a planarity assumption.The use of mean �eld theory allows us to average out �elds and to make mathematicalconnections between di�erent formulations of stereo. It also suggests novel algorithms forcomputing the estimators due to enforcing the global matching constraints while performingthe averaging, see Section 3.2. We argue that these algorithms are likely to be more e�ectivethan existing cooperative algorithms which impose global constraints with energy biases.Finally, for a suitable choice of priors, the theory is consistent with some psychophysicalexperiments (B�ultho� and Mallot, 1987; B�ultho� and Mallot, 1988; B�ultho� and Fahle,1989). More complex scenes probably require more sophisticated priors than those which wehave used to explain our experiments on simple scenes. Our ongoing research in computergraphics psychophysics linked to bayesian computer vision attempts to generalize thesemodels to more natural scenes.7 AcknowledgementsA.L.Y. would like to acknowledge support from the Brown/Harvard/MIT Center for Intel-ligent Control Systems with U.S. Army Research O�ce grant number DAAL03-86-K-0171and from DARPA with contract AFOSR-89-0506. H.H.B. work at MIT was supported bythe O�ce of Naval Research, Cognitive and Behavioral Sciences Division. Some of theseideas were initially developed with Mike Gennert. We would like to thank Jim Clark, Man-fred Fahle, Norberto Grzywacz, Stephan Mallat, David Mumford and Tommy Poggio formany helpful discussions.
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Figure captionsFigure 1: Disparity Gradient and Matching Primitives: Perceived depth decreases withincreasing depth gradient and depends largely on the matching primitive (points, lines orsymbols) and orientation (0 deg, 45 deg, 90 deg) relative to the epipolar line. Each data itemrepresents the mean of nine di�erent disparities (3 { 27 arc min) tested with 10 subjects.The standard errors of the means are in the order of the symbol size. Redrawn from B�ultho�and Fahle (1990).Figure 2: Edge versus Intensity-based Stereo: (a) Ellipsoidal surfaces with or without edgeinformation were stereoscopically displayed on a CRT-monitor. The perceived depth mapof at-shaded (edges) and smooth shaded (no edges) ellipsoids of rotation was measuredwith a local stereo depth probe for di�erent elongations c of the main axis. The mainaxis was perpendicular to the display screen, i.e., the objects were viewed end-on. (b)The coe�cient of the �rst principal component is used as a global measure of perceivedelongation for di�erent displayed elongations. Less reliable information (smooth surfaceswithout edges) puts more weight on surface priors and leads to a fronto-parallel bias ofsurface perception. Redrawn from B�ultho� and Mallot (1988).Figure 3: The top 4 �gures shows surface interpolation for: (i) dense edges and intensitybased stereo, (ii) sparse edges and intensity based stereo, (iii) intensity based stereo, and(iv) sparse edges in stereo and shape-from-shading. The bottom 2 �gures illustrate pulling:an edge token in front of intensity patterns with no relative disparity (no intensity basedstereo) pulls the surface up (left �gure) but can sometimes cause a transparency percept(right �gure) of the token lying in front of the intensity surface.
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